What are the PATH System implementation phases?

Tell Me

The PATH system will be rolled out in three phases:

1. **Phase 1 (Live June 28, 2021):** Build out Financial Roles and Role Assignments. Give campus view access to the Role Directory.
2. **Phase 2 (target go live early 2022):** Build out Financial Processes, approval workflows. Allow divisions, colleges, and administrative units to customize process rules specific to their organization’s internal processes, and add/update Role Assignments that are specific to a process and/or Level 5 fund code.
3. **Phase 3:** Update existing automated workflow processes, where applicable, to consume PATH role assignments.

Reference the Fact Sheet for details on what PATH is.

---

Related FAQs

- How do I enter Role Assignments in PATH?
- What do I do if a position assigned to a role in PATH is currently vacant?
- Why can’t I see the Role Assignments in PATH that I expected to see?
- How do I set up interim and temp assignments in PATH?
- How do I access a list of campus business officers and business coordinators?